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TECHNICAL ADVANCE ARTICLE

Testing Contextualized Word Embeddings to
Improve NER in Spanish Clinical Case Narratives
Liliya Akhtyamova1*, Paloma Mart́ınez2, Karin Verspoor3 and John Cardiff1

Abstract

Background: In the Big Data era there is an increasing need to fully exploit and analyse the huge quantity of
information available about health. Natural Language Processing (NLP) technologies can contribute to extract
relevant information from unstructured data contained in Electronic Health Records (EHR) such as clinical
notes, patient’s discharge summaries and radiology reports among others. Extracted information could help in
health-related decision making processes. Named entity recognition (NER) devoted to detect important
concepts in texts (diseases, symptoms, drugs, etc.) is a crucial task in information extraction processes
especially in languages other than English. In this work, we develop a deep learning-based NLP pipeline for
biomedical entity extraction in Spanish clinical narrative.

Methods: We explore the use of contextualized word embeddings to enhance named entity recognition in
Spanish language clinical text, particularly of pharmacological substances, compounds, and proteins. Various
combinations of word and sense embeddings were tested on the evaluation corpus of the PharmacoNER 2019
task, the Spanish Clinical Case Corpus (SPACCC). This data set consists of clinical case sections derived from
open access Spanish-language medical publications.

Results: NER system integrates in-domain pre-trained Flair and FastText word embeddings, byte-pairwise
encoded and the bi-LSTM-based character word embeddings. The system yielded the best performance
measure with F-score of 90.84%. Error analysis showed that the main source of errors for the best model is the
newly detected false positive entities with the half of that amount of errors belonged to longer than the actual
ones detected entities.

Conclusions: Our study shows that our deep-learning-based system with domain-specific contextualized
embeddings coupled with stacking of complementary embeddings yields superior performance over the system
with integrated standard and general-domain word embeddings. With this system, we achieve performance
competitive with the state-of-the-art.

Keywords: Natural language processing; Named entity recognition; Clinical case narratives; Deep learning;
Language representations; Contextualized word embeddings; Spanish language

Background
Currently, most research in Natural Language Process-
ing (NLP) is focused around English language texts,
while textual data written in different languages are
often left unexplored; this has been particularly true
in the domain of biomedicine. Given the amount of
data produced every year by biomedical experts, doc-
tors, and patients in non-English native countries, this
represents a significant missed opportunity.
The PharmaCoNER 2019 challenge [1] aimed to

close the gap in named entity recognition (NER) of

*Correspondence: akhtyamova@phystech.edu
1Technological University Dublin, Dublin, Ireland

Full list of author information is available at the end of the article

biomedical concepts in a corpus of Spanish clinical case
narratives. The corpus includes annotations of clinical
terminology, chemical and protein entities.
Extraction of biomedical entities from these nar-

ratives is relevant to a number of NLP tasks such
as adverse drug and drug-drug interaction extraction
[2, 3], biomedical concept normalization, knowledge
base population [4], and question answering [5].
Recent developments in NLP have shown the ad-

vantage of Neural Network (NN)-based methods, par-
ticularly those based on Deep Learning, over tradi-
tional Machine Learning (ML) algorithms. However,
beyond the development of new NN-based methods,
researchers have started to explore the impact of im-
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proved strategies for the representation of text infor-
mation provided as input to both NN-based and other
ML methods.
Starting from Bag of Words (BoW) representations,

word pre-processing has evolved to include more so-
phisticated word representations such as word2vec

word embeddings [6], Glove [7] and FastText [8] em-
beddings, with the latter two able to capture the sub-
word information from texts. Applied in a range of
different NLP tasks, methods using word embeddings
have led to significant breakthroughs in model perfor-
mance for biomedical NER tasks where limited train-
ing data is available [9].
Further advances to text preprocessing have been

proposed based on language models, that give a word a
different embedding vector based on its usage context.
The embedding function is trained either from a lan-
guage modeling perspective [10] or based on recover-
ing masked parts of tokens [11]. The downstream tasks
which incorporate these embeddings are considered to
be learned in a semi-supervised manner because they
benefit from large amounts of unlabeled data [12, 13].
Among recently introduced contextualized embed-

dings are Semi-supervised Sequence Learning [14],
ELMo [10], ULMFiT [13], the OpenAI transformer [15],
the Transformer [16], BERT [11] and Flair [17].
Language representation models could be further ap-

plied with or without fine-tuning to a different domain
problem[1]. The approach of learning on one dataset
and applying the model to another dataset is called
the Transfer Learning.
In our experiments, we explore the use of both Flair

and BERT contextualized embeddings as they have been
shown to outperform other types of embeddings on a
variety of sequence labeling tasks [17, 11].
In addition to pre-trained in-domain Spanish FastText

embeddings [18], we generate in-domain Spanish con-
textualized embeddings by pre-training language rep-
resentation models using the corpus retrieved from
the Scientific Electronic Library Online (SciELO) web-
site. The clinical case narrative data from the publica-
tions there was used to construct the PharmaCoNER
dataset.
Our contributions are as follows: (1) we retrieve task-

specific corpora for training; (2) we construct task-
specific contextualized word embeddings from scratch
based on Flair and BERT architectures; (3) we com-
pare model performances based on constructed word
embeddings, explore combining them with other types
of embeddings, and compare with the standard embed-
dings, producing new baselines; and (4) we conduct an
extensive error analysis checking the source of errors
for different models.
[1]https://ai.googleblog.com/2019/07/advancing-semi-
supervised-learning-with.html

Biomedical entity extraction

Simple approaches to biomedical NER which some-
times give surprisingly good results have made use of
rules or dictionaries.

For example, Eftimov et al. [19] built a set of regular
expressions to extract evidence-based dietary recom-
mendations from scientific publications and websites.
They first detected target mentions in textual data and
then extracted them using the rule-based technique.

Various strategies for dictionary lookup have also
been shown to be effective [20]. Such approaches
leverage biomedical terminology resources or ontolo-
gies, and are particularly relevant for biomedical NER
where named entities often correspond to fine-grained
domain-specific concepts.

However, with the development of automatic NLP
methods, these methods are rarely used on their own
to solve NER tasks, but rather are used to generate
features to feed ML and deep learning (DL) mod-
els. For example, in a recent Meddocan challenge on
Spanish medical document anonymization [21], rule-
based techniques were actively utilized in ML and DL
methods to identify patients’ email addresses, loca-
tions, phone numbers, etc. In addition, participants
of the challenge used domain- and language-specific
gazetteers and Brown clusters derived through unsu-
pervised ML. For example, Perez et al. [22] concluded
that Brown clusters and gazetteers played a signifi-
cant role in ML system performance. Further, Lopez
at al. [23] tested both ML and rule-based approaches
and concluded that a hybrid of the two gives the best
result.

Lee et al. [24] solve the problem of biomedical NER
in two steps, first discovering entities’ boundaries using
Support Vector Machines (SVM) techniques and then
further applying ontology-based hierarchical classifica-
tion method to classify identified entities. Their system
got promising results 66.7% F-score on GENIA corpus
[25].

Early work on machine learning-based NER includes
such techniques as reranking relying on kernels [26]
as well as pure feature processing [27]. Kernel-based
methods for entity extraction such as SVM represented
in numerous papers [28, 29, 30] overall became popular
methods for extracting entities from texts including
biomedical texts [31]. In the latter paper, the authors
examined different kernel functions for the problem of
biomedical NER and concluded that tree-based kernel
is more capable of entity extraction.

Current state-of-the-art methods for NER are based
on NN architectures, in particular, DL convolutional
NNs (CNN) and recurrent NNs (RNN). Transfer learn-
ing approaches, in particular the use of pre-trained
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contextualized word embeddings, have augmented per-
formance of these methods, giving strong results in a
number of downstream tasks.
For example, in the Meddocan shared task the best

result was achieved by a system which utilized pre-
trained contextualized Flair embeddings fed into the
simple RNN model. However, while dealing with more
complex biomedical NER problems including long,
discontinuous, overlapping entities, hybrid approaches
show the best results. Li et al. [32] integrated KB em-
beddings in their tree-structured LSTM framework,
achieving approximately 3% gain in F-score.
Related to this, contextualized word embeddings to-

gether with part-of-speech (PoS) tags were examined
for Bulgarian NER [33] showing sizeable improvements
over state-of-the-art. In another work, a combination
of different types of contextualized embeddings was ex-
plored over English biomedical literature corpora [34].
In their work, the best results were obtained when
combining ELMo and Flair word embeddings. Another
relevant work includes the extraction of adverse drug
events on 2018 N2C2 shared task corpus [35]. They ex-
perimented with the off-the-shelf Flair NER frame-
work and kernel-based methods and concluded that
a neural Flair-based approach outperforms standard
SVM-based methods. In the work of Basaldella et al.
[36], authors pretrained ELMo and Flair contextual-
ized word embeddings on health forums within Red-
dit and applied them to health social media data for
various NER problems. They concluded that domain-
based contextualized word embeddings heavily influ-
ence the performance on downstream tasks, outper-
forming embeddings trained both on general-purpose
data or on scientific papers when applied to user-
generated content. Our experiments are very similar
to this work.

PharmacoNER 2019 shared task
PharmacoNER is “the first task on chemical and
drug mention recognition from Spanish medical texts,
namely from a corpus of Spanish clinical case studies”
[1]. According to the organizers, “the main aim was
to promote the development of named entity recog-
nition tools of practical relevance, that is, chemical
and drug mentions in non-English content, determin-
ing the current-state-of-the art, identifying challenges
and comparing the strategies and results to those pub-
lished for English data”.
The challenge consisted of two subtracks – (1) NER

offset and entity classification and (2) Entity indexing.
We focus on the NER task. In total, 22 teams partic-
ipated in the first subtrack. Xiong et al. [37] placed
the first with an overall F-score score of 91.05%. They
used the multi-lingual large version of the pre-trained

BERT model[2] with further fine-tuning to the Pharma-
coNER NER problem. The key success of their imple-
mentation of the BERT model in comparison to other
participants’ BERT implementations was that they in-
corporated more semantic and syntactic features such
as word shape and PoS tags into their model embed-
ding layer. Moreover, they applied a Spanish biomedi-
cal abbreviation detection tool, however did not detail
how the extracted abbreviations were further used.
The second-best results of Stoeckel et al. [38] were

updated after the formal challenge with F-score 90.52%.
They used the Flair model and made use of addi-
tional SciELO corpus, however of a smaller size than
ours. They used this corpus to train word2vec and
FastText word embeddings, and for Flair language
model (LM)-based embeddings they used pre-trained
Spanish general domain word embeddings[3].
Sun et al. [39] placed the third-best result with F-

score 89.24%. They also used the pre-trained version of
BERT as Xiong et al. [37] with subsequent fine-tuning
but without incorporating any additional features.
Overall, many participants experimented with docu-

ment encoding techniques. For example, Rivera Zavala
et al. [40] gathered similar size Spanish biomedical cor-
pora to train their own FastText embeddings. More-
over, they used sense2vec [41] pre-trained embed-
dings. Both of these embeddings have proven useful
in extracting biomedical concepts.

Methods
Flair

Flair embeddings were developed by the Zalando re-
search group [17]. They are contextualized string em-
beddings in the sense that the contextualized embed-
ding vectors are trained without any notion of words
but purely treat texts as sequences of characters. This
is the main difference between this type of embeddings
and others such as word2vec [42], Glove [7], and ELMo

[17].
Flair is trained using an LM objective function

aimed at predicting the next character of a sequence,
thus keeping information on the character ordering in
a text sequence. By learning the character level rep-
resentations in both directions it was possible to get
the context for each character in both right and left
directions. To generate a word embedding from char-
acters the first and last character states of each word
are extracted and concatenated.
From the computational and memory point of view,

these embeddings are more efficient to store and train

[2]https://storage.googleapis.com/bert models/
2018 11 03/multilingual L-12 H-768 A-12.zip
[3]http://www.github.com/iamyihwa
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Table 1 Statistics on PharmaCoNER corpus

Size (sent) Size (words) Entity types and counts
16,504 396988 Normalizables (4,426),
16.5 sent/case 396.2 words/case No Normalizables (55),

Proteinas (2,291), Unclear (159)

a model for word embeddings. Moreover, they have
proven to be more effective in terms of rare, out-
of-vocabulary (OOV) words and morphologically rich
languages [17].
In our experiments, we use the enhanced version

of Flair embeddings called Pooled Contextualized
String Embeddings [43]. It is different from the pre-
viously developed Flair LM in that it better han-
dles representation for words in an underspecified con-
text. By dynamically aggregating the contextualized
embedding of each unique word, this information is
later used to expand the embedding for the same word
encountered in a poorly, ambiguously specified con-
text. This situation is often encountered in the Spanish
biomedical NER tasks, when two words with similar
suffixes express different types of substances, as for ex-
ample, creatinina and hemoglobina where the latter is
a protein but the former is not.

BERT

Bidirectional Encoder Representations for Transform-
ers (BERT) is the deep learning language representation
model developed by the Google research team [11]. In
contrast to ELMo and Flair, it could be used not only
for contextualized word embeddings generation, but
also for the downstream tasks itself through a process
called fine-tuning.
BERT is trained using the masked word piece repre-

sentation and the next sentence objective. Its archi-
tecture consists of stacked multi-layered transformers,
each having a self-attention mechanism with multiple
attention heads. Introducing self-attention in encoder-
decoder architecture of BERT allowed better define
long-distance relationships among concepts by avoid-
ing no locality bias.
BERT can be further pre-trained for a specific domain

or fine-tuned for a specific task [44]. In particular, fine-
tuning for token level classification tasks is supported
by putting a linear layer, which takes as an input the
last hidden state of the sequence, on top of the BERT

model.

Additional embeddings
It has been demonstrated that the concatenation of
contextualized embeddings with the standard embed-
dings mostly leads to the improvement of results
[10, 17]. Following this, for our experiments we used
the concatenation of Flair embeddings with Spanish
general (not domain specific) FastText embeddings

[8], in-domain Spanish biomedical FastText embed-
dings [18], byte-pairwise encoded embeddings (BPE)
[45] and character embeddings [46]. The results of
models with and without these additional embeddings
are presented.
General FastText embeddings for Spanish were

trained using the full dump of Spanish-language
Wikipedia while Spanish in-domain biomedical em-
beddings utilizing the architecture of FastText were
trained over the SciELO[4] corpus with 100M tokens
and health section of Wikipedia with 82M tokens.
Character embeddings are generated using a RNN

model and further are concatenated with the other
types of word embeddings in a model.
The BPE model represents subword embeddings in

275 languages while we used only one language from
there. It produces relatively light-weight embeddings
as they consist of sub-word tokens of words. This
method has shown to deal well with unknown words
and to produce results on a par with the standard word
embeddings.

Entity extraction
For PharmaCoNER, there are 4 relevant types of en-
tity mentions, although for the official evaluation, only
the first 3 types are used:
• Normalizables (Normalizable): mentions of biomed-
ical concepts which can be normalized to the
SNOMED-CT and ChEBI vocabularies;

• No Normalizables (Non-normalizable): biomed-
ical concepts which cannot be normalized to the
given vocabularies;

• Protéınas (Proteins): mentions of genes and pro-
teins;

• Unclear (Unclear): general substance mentions.
The problem of biomedical NER can be framed as

a sequence labeling task where the goal is to extract
the correct spans of entities. We therefore used a BIO
schema. In this schema, each token in a document is
classified as [B]eginning, [I]nside, or [O]utside of an
entity mention.
Other than for the BERT experiments, all experiments

were conducted using the Flair framework[5] which
goes on top of Theano providing convenient way to
experiment with different combinations of word em-
beddings. It provides off-the-shelf neural-based sys-
tem supporting the entity extraction. We train a Long
Short Term Memory (LSTM) network with a hidden
state of 256 dimensions, learning rate 0.1, mini-batch
size of 8, and is optimized with Adam. We train for
150 epochs, and the model that performs best on the

[4]SciELO.org
[5]https://github.com/zalandoresearch/flair
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Table 2 Results of experiments

Sun’s BERT Stoeckel’s Flair Xiong’s BERT Flair Sc ext2 (ours) BERT Sc (ours)
Precision Recall F-score Precision Recall F-score Precision Recall F-score Precision Recall F-score Precision Recall F-score

Overall 90.46% 88.06% 89.24% 90.79% 90.30% 90.52% 91.23% 90.88% 91.05% 91.97% 89.74% 90.84% 89.29% 87.83% 88.55%
Normalizables - - - - - - 94.26% 92.91% 93.58% 95.21% 91.88% 93.46 91.48% 91.67% 91.57%
Proteinas - - - - - - 87.87% 89.41% 88.63% 88.56% 88.36% 88.46% 86.74% 84.52% 85.61%
No Normalizables - - - - - - 100.00% 20.00% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

validation set provided by the organizers of the com-
petition during training is used to prevent overfitting.
We were unable to conveniently experiment with

BERT embeddings using the Flair framework but pre-
ferred the Google Cloud TensorFlow TPU set up for
both training contextualized word embeddings and
the downstream task fine-tuning and predictions as
it works much faster[6]. However, currently TPU does
not support making predictions for downstream tasks,
it is required to switch over to CPU instances for those
steps.
We used a Conditional Random Fields loss [47] as it

has shown to increase the accuracy for the NER tasks.
The training and evaluation batch sizes were set to 32
and 8, respectively, and the learning rate was set to
5e−5. Maximum sequence length was set to 160.
Despite the common advice to fine-tune the BERT

model for just 3-10 epochs, we fine-tuned it for 30
epochs as we noticed it improved the predictions.

PharmaCoNER corpus
PharmaCoNER corpus was used for training and test-
ing our models. It consists of 1000 annotated SPACCC
articles derived from open access Spanish medical pub-
lications SciELO – an electronic library where com-
plete full-text articles from scientific journals of Latin
America, South Africa, and Spain are systematically
collected and stored[7].
Table 1 shows summary statistics on the Pharma-

CoNER corpus. Results are scored with the scoring
tool distributed by the organizers of the challenge. For
concepts, true positives are strict (the system concept
span must match a gold concept spans begin and end
exactly). We report micro-averaged results of the le-
nient evaluation since that was the metric used to score
the shared task.
For training the model, we combined both train-

ing and development corpora (11970 sentences for the
merged corpora) and selected by random shuffling 10%
of it for validation purposes.

Language model training set
We selected a subset of SciELO text based on some
heuristics to be in line with the corpus used for train-
ing and testing the model. In particular, we chose ar-
ticles based on the criteria that the specified area of

[6]https://cloud.google.com/ml-
engine/docs/tensorflow/using-tpus
[7]http://www.scielo.org

the document is Health Sciences and then selected text
in particular sections of the articles. Specifically, text
starting with section headings ‘Descripción del caso’,
‘Presentación de caso’, ‘Descripción de caso cĺınico’,
or ‘Caso cĺınico’, and ending with the sections ‘Bibli-
ograf́ıa’ or ‘Referencias’ was selected. In this way we
retrieved 1, 368, 080 sentences with 86, 851, 275 tokens.
We also used the same corpora for training BERT lan-

guage representation model with the vocabulary size
set to 128000.
In-domain Flair embeddings are compared with the

general Flair embeddings that are a part of the Flair
API. They are trained on a dump of SpanishWikipedia
dating August 2018[8].

LM training
The SciELO Flair LM was trained until the perplex-
ity reached 1.92. The settings used to train word em-
beddings are: hidden size 1150, the number of layers
3 with maximum sequence length 240, mini-batch size
100 and number of epochs equal to 1000.
The training of Flair Scielo LM was done using 1

GPU instance.
The pretrained on SCiELO corpus Flair LM word

embeddings we compare to that trained using a dump
of Wikipedia articles with the hidden size of 2048 [9].
The BERT language representation was trained using

Tensor Processing Units (TPU) instances in Google
Colab with the number of training steps 1B. TPU is
designed to efficiently scale operations among different
machines thus making calculations on tensors faster
than doing it using GPU instances. For storing and
uploading weights for training Google Cloud persistent
storage is required. Moreover, every 8 hours Google
Colab is shutting down its server, so it is needed to
be resumed manually. Overall, it took more than 4
days to train BERT language representation, substan-
tially longer than it takes to train Flair LM.

Results
The comparative results of experiments are presented
in Table 2. To compare our results with others, we
selected the top results in the challenge leader board
and we omit results for which no description of the
systems were provided.

[8]https://dumps.wikimedia.org/eswiki/20180801/
[9]https://github.com/zalandoresearch/flair/issues/80
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Table 3 Results of ablation analysis

Model name Embedding types Precision Recall F-score
Flair G ext General Flair + general FastText + BPE 89.71% 89.47% 89.59%
Standard Sc SciELO FastText + BPE + char emb 86.90% 86.81% 86.85%
Flair Sc SciELO Flair 88.91% 88.38% 88.65%
Flair Sc ext SciELO Flair +general FastText + BPE 90.95% 89.47% 90.20%
Flair Sc ext2 SciELO Flair + SciELO FastText + BPE + char emb 91.97% 89.74% 90.84%

Figure 1 Training and validation loss and F-score
Dependency between the number of epochs and either loss
(top figure) or F1 score (bottom figure) for Flair Sc ext2
model.

For the best model precision for all types of enti-
ties is higher than recall, especially for Normalizables

entities. It means that while the model is good in de-
termining the correct cases, it is less able to identify
positive examples.
Indeed, comparing to the best systems’ results it

could be observed that we are superior in terms of
higher precision but relatively weaker in terms of re-
call. Overall, our results are 0.21% behind the best
system of Xiong et al. [37] for this task.
No Normalizables entities comprising the minority

class are not captured by our models. Techniques for
tackling the class imbalance should be considered in fu-
ture experiments with sequence labeling architectures.

Discussion
Number of training epochs Figure 1 shows an evo-
lution of the loss and F-score over number of epochs.
It could be seen that the loss becomes steady after
around 27 epochs and the test F-score stabilizes at
around the same time. Overall, the test set loss curve
resembles the validation set loss curve which means
that the validation set is a good proxy for measuring
the model performance.
Ablation analysis For our ablation analysis, we ex-

plored next combinations of word embeddings:

• Flair G ext: the model is trained using Spanish
general domain Flair embeddings, Spanish gen-
eral FastText embeddings and BPE embeddings;

• Standard Sc: SciELO FastText embeddings with
subword information property, BPE embeddings
and character Embeddings are used;

• Flair Sc: based only on custom SciELO Flair

embeddings;
• Flair Sc ext: the custom SciELO Flair embed-
dings, general Spanish FastText embeddings and
BPE embeddings are used;

• Flair Sc ext2: the extended model is trained us-
ing the custom SciELO Flair embeddings, Sci-
ELO FastText embeddings, BPE embeddings and
character Embeddings;

• BERT Sc: BERT-based word embeddings are trained
on SciELO corpus. Then, BERTmodel is fine-tuned
for the downstream task.

The results of different variations of stacking word
embeddings are shown in Table 3.
In general, LM-based embeddings lead to better re-

sults than the standard ones. It can be also seen that
more enriched with different types of word embeddings
model gives better results in terms of precision, recall
and F-score. Domain specific word embeddings lead
to improvement of results, however, they are much
smaller in size than general domain ones. Augmenting
word embeddings with additional subword level em-
beddings such as FastText, BPE and character embed-
dings further improves the results.
We also experimented with searching concepts into

SNOMED-CT using Meaning Cloud tool[10], however
it did not work well, as many concepts for the shared
task were annotated based on their synonyms.
Error analysis For error analysis, we split gold

standard entities into 2 groups: short entities with the
length less or equal 2 and long entities with the length
more or equal 3. For the best model Flair Sc ext2,
the origin and distribution of errors are presented in
Figure 2.
It can be seen that the majority of errors for the short

predicted entities for which there is not even partial
overlap with gold standard entities (No intersections
false positives (FP)). Indeed, many biomedical entities

[10]https://www.meaningcloud.com/
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Figure 2 Distribution of errors Distribution of errors for short (less than 3 terms) and long (with length more or equal 3 terms)
entities

Table 4 Distribution of errors for different models

Short (≤ 2 terms) Long (≥ 3 terms)
Flair Sc ext2 Flair Sc Standard Sc Flair Sc ext2 Flair Sc Standard Sc

Misclassified FP 21 28 30 1 0 2
Shorter FP 25 27 22 33 38 31
Longer FP 37 42 58 1 0 1
Intersections FP 0 2 3 0 1 0
No intersections FP 88 84 103 8 4 6
FN 30 50 72 2 1 1

are acronyms and abbreviations which could be easily
missclassified based on casing and length of entities.
Interestingly, the second primary source of errors for
short predicted entities is that the model predicts two
entities where the gold standard has a single entity
(Longer FP), and a smaller number of errors are re-
lated to short gold standard entities which the model
fails to detect (false negatives - FN). For long enti-
ties, the main source of error is that predicted entities
are shorter than required (Shorter FP), contributing
nearly 75% of the total error.
In table 4, we present a comparison of errors among 3

models: the best model Flair Sc ext2, model which
uses only Flair embeddings trained over the target
corpus Flair Sc, and the model based on a set of stan-
dard embeddings Standard Sc.
Interestingly, the main discrepancies in the number

of errors for Flair Sc model in comparison to the best
model are related to bigger number of not predicted
short entities (FN). All other discrepancies in errors
for both models vary in a range 1-7 in both ways.
In relation to the best model, the main source

of errors for Standard Sc is related as well to the
falsely predicted short entities without intersections
with gold standard ones (No intersections FP) with
almost 15% more predicted FP. It indicates that the
best model utilizing the contextual embeddings learns
the meaning of acronyms, abbreviations and over-
all short uppercased words more effectively, assigning
them biomedical labels with more caution.
This comparison also shows that lower performing

models are much worse in detecting the boundaries
of short biomedical concepts, often predicting longer

concepts: 5 more incorrectly predicted concepts for
Flair Sc model and 21 more incorrectly predicted
concepts for Standard Sc model.
It is interesting to observe that for the long pre-

dicted concepts, the absolute numbers and distribution
of errors for the best Flair Sc ext2 and Standard Sc

models are mostly the same. However, Flair Scmodel
is performing slightly worse in terms of predicting
shorter concepts than the gold standard ones (i.e. pre-
dicting three consecutive terms instead of four, etc).
In table 5, there are examples of sentences with

underlined gold standard and predicted entities. Sen-
tences were chosen from the representative groups of
the most common errors for different models. Here, FP
is the shorter abbreviation for FP without intersec-
tions. It could be observed that Standard Sc model
in both examples predicted long entities which were
either FP or longer version of gold standard enti-
ties. Flair-based models are also often confusing short
upper-cased entities but in fewer cases.
Interestingly, in the second example, although both

Flair Sc and Standard Sc models have detected
‘USA‘ entity as a PROTEIN, the Flair Sc ext2

model which combines embeddings from both mod-
els did not give this entity a biomedical label.
In terms of the best parameter setting, we did not

perform parameter selection for either the Flair or
BERTmodels; this might further increase model quality.

Conclusion
In this work, we explore the application of transfer
learning techniques, in particular, language representation-
based word embeddings to the problem of extract-
ing biomedical entities from 1000 Spanish clinical case
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Table 5 Examples of errors in recognizing biomedical entities by different models

Example Types of errors
Example 1 True annotation IgG 317, IgA 1446, IgM 15 mg/dl, cadena ligera libre (CLL, nefelometŕıa Free-Lite R©) kappa 4090 ng/ml, lambda 1.

Flair Sc ext2 IgG 317, IgA 1446, IgM 15 mg/dl, cadena ligera libre (CLL, nefelometŕıa Free-Lite R©) kappa 4090 ng/ml, lambda 1. FP
Flair Sc IgG 317, IgA 1446, IgM 15 mg/dl, cadena ligera libre (CLL, nefelometŕıa Free-Lite R©) kappa 4090 ng/ml, lambda 1. FP
Standard Sc IgG 317, IgA 1446, IgM 15 mg/dl, cadena ligera libre (CLL, nefelometŕıa Free-Lite R©) kappa 4090 ng/ml, lambda 1. FP

Example 2 True annotation protéına S-100 (Dako, L1845, USA, predilúıda), neurofilamentos (Biogenex 6670-0154, USA), enolasa neuroespećıfica NSE,
Flair Sc ext2 protéına S-100 (Dako, L1845, USA, predilúıda), neurofilamentos (Biogenex 6670-0154, USA), enolasa neuroespećıfica NSE, FP, shorter FP
Flair Sc protéına S-100 (Dako, L1845, USA, predilúıda), neurofilamentos (Biogenex 6670-0154, USA), enolasa neuroespećıfica NSE, FP, shorter FP
Standard Sc protéına S-100 (Dako, L1845, USA, predilúıda), neurofilamentos (Biogenex 6670-0154, USA), enolasa neuroespećıfica NSE, FP, longer FP

narratives. By leveraging the knowledge from a huge
amount of unlabeled data, with language model pre-
training it becomes possible to build a high-quality
NER system even with this small amount of annotated
data.
With this aim, we train the domain-specific Span-

ish language models, in particular, Flair and BERT

to derive contextualized word embeddings and apply
them to PharmaCoNER biomedical NER task achiev-
ing competitive results. We show that domain-specific
word embeddings outperform general embeddings, de-
spite being trained on a smaller corpus. Moreover, we
show that stacking together word embeddings of dif-
ferent nature can improve model performance.
Error analysis has shown that the main source of er-

rors for all models is over-zealous recognition of short
entities. Indeed, biomedical entities are often short
and upper-cased and could be easily mixed up with
other abbreviated short words. Testing the approach
analyzing other Spanish health-related texts, such as
social media [48], with similar characteristics (great
amount of abbreviations, lack of grammatical struc-
ture, punctuation marks, etc.) and other different ones
(patient oriented terminology not included at any re-
source, slang words, etc.) could help to cope with these
phenomena.
Moreover, standard embedding-based models often

fail by detecting long false positive entities or longer
versions of gold standard entities (in particular, for
FastText models). However, it should be noted that
the ability to detect long entities could be beneficial in
particular scenarios.
One direction for improvement could be more so-

phisticated utilization of contextualized embeddings.
For example, they could be incorporated into state-of-
the-art NER architectures such as graph-based NNs
or NNs with a dependency tree-based attention mech-
anism to further improve capturing of long-distance
relationships between biomedical entities.
For handling the imbalance of classes, different

strategies such as loss function modification could be
applied in a future work.

List of abbreviations
SPACCC: Spanish Clinical Case Corpus; NLP: Natu-
ral Language Processing, NER: named entity recog-

nition; NN: neural network; ML: machine learning;
BoW: bag-of-words; SciELO: Scientific Electronic Li-
brary Online; DL: deep learning; SVM: Support Vec-
tor Machines, CNN: convolutional neural networks;
RNN: recurrent neural networks; LSTM: long short-
term memory networks; POS: part-of-speech; OOV:
out-of-vocabulary; LM: language model; BPE: byte-
pairwise encoding.
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Figures

Figure 1

Training and validation loss and F-score Dependency between the number of epochs and either loss (top
�gure) or F1 score (bottom �gure) for Flair Sc ext2 model.



Figure 2

Distribution of errors Distribution of errors for short (less than 3 terms) and long (with length more or
equal 3 terms) entities


